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Abstract

High efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) has been deemed as the newest video coding
standard of the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group and the ISO/IEC Moving Picture
Experts Group. The reference software (i.e., HM) have included the implementations of
the guidelines in appliance with the new standard. The software includes both encoder
and decoder functionality.

Machine learning (ML) works with data and processes it to discover patterns that can be
later used to analyze new trends. ML can play a key role in a wide range of critical
applications, such as data mining, natural language processing, image recognition, and
expert systems.

In this research project, in compliance with H.265 standard, we are focused on
improvement of the performance of encode/decode by optimizing the partition of
prediction block in coding unit with the help of supervised machine learning. We used
Keras library as the main tool to implement the experiments. Key parameters were tuned
for the model in our convolution neuron network. The coding tree unit mode decision
time produced in the model was compared with that produced in HM software, and it
was proved to have improved significantly. The intra-picture prediction mode decision
was also investigated with modified model and yielded satisfactory results.
Keywords: Machine Learning, HEVC, H.265
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Chapter I
Introduction

For the recent couple of decades, with the rapid development of hardware, utilization of
network techniques, and emerge of digital information era, multimedia technology has
witnessed tremendous evolvement as well. Modern computers are capable of receiving,
processing, and sending out texts, pictures, audio, and video information utilizing
multimedia technology. Video comprises a significant portion among all the multimedia
forms. Specially in current decade, people tend to stream video contents online in a realtime manner, such as YouTube, Netflix, and Hulu etc. So digital video compression is one
of the key aspects of enabling fast and efficient exchange and distribution of video contents.
Video encoding/decoding lies in the core of video compression concept because video
coding techniques provide efficient solutions to represent video data in a more compact
and robust way so that the storage and transmission of video can be realized in less cost in
terms of size, bandwidth and power consumption (Dass, Sign, & Kaushik, 2012).
Following the previous standard known as H.264, high efficiency video coding (i.e.,
HEVC) has been deemed as the newest video coding standard of the ITU-T Video Coding
Experts Group and the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (Sullivan, Ohm, Han, &
Wiegand, 2012). HEVC has the potential to deliver better performance than earlier
standards such as H.264/AVC. The reference software (i.e., HM) have included the
implementations of the guidelines in appliance with the new standard. The software
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includes both encoder and decoder functionality according to Fraunhofer Heinrich-HertzInstitut (2015).
There are two important aspects in the video encoding standard: inter-picture prediction
and intra-picture prediction. Each of these deals with the two fundamental types of
redundancy in video compression, i.e., spatial and temporal redundancies. In the reference
software HM, it will explore all the possibilities in a traversal and exhaustive manner to
find the best partition and merge pattern for a specific prediction unit. It is a timeconsuming process and will be difficult, if not impossible, to stream ultra HD video
contents in real time using the new HEVC standard.
On the other hand, machine learning techniques work great with big data and processes
them to discover patterns that can be later used to analyze the new trends. Machine learning
can play a key role in a wide range of critical applications, such as data mining, natural
language processing, image recognition, and expert systems (Konstantinova, 2014).
Machine learning refers to neural networks with multiple hidden layers that can learn
increasingly abstract representations of the input data (Buhuma, 2015). One famous
example is training computer to recognize hand-written digits using Keras library, which
has achieved as high accuracy as to 100% (Muqeet, 2017). Modern machine learning
frameworks, e.g., convolutional neuron networks, will be an ideal candidate to deal with
image data. Machine learning also has other business applications. Text-based searches,
fraud detection, spam detection, handwriting recognition, image search, speech recognition,
street View detection, and translation are all tasks that can be performed through machine
learning (Kishor, 2017).
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As indicated previously, in compliance with the newest HEVC standard, we utilized the
machine learning technique in Keras framework, and we are focused on the improvement
of the performance of encoding/decoding by improving the partition speed of prediction
block in coding block, as well as in intra picture prediction.
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Chapter II
High Efficiency Video Coding (H.265)

Video Encoding Principles

A video consists of a sequence of pictures (i.e., frames). When these frames are
displayed rapidly in succession and if the frame rate is high enough to about 20-25 frames
per second, the viewers have the illusion that motion is occurring. To be able to store and
transmit large video sequences, they need to be compressed or encoded on the sender side,
and then the video can be decoded at the receiver side to be displayed (2017). Hence there
are two important processes involved: encode and decode.
Among them, video encoding technique plays an especially important role. Video
compression enables digital video to be used in environments that cannot support raw,
uncompressed video transmission and storage. For example, current Internet throughput
rates make it difficult to process uncompressed video in real time, even at very low video
frame rates and with very little video spatial resolution, and a 1.36 GB DVD can only be
stored for less than a minute of the equivalent of the original video quality of the TV
resolution and frame rate (216 Mbits/s) according to previous standard (2014). Video
compression also enables people to use transmission and storage resources more efficiently.
Although storage and transmission capacity continues to increase, compression remains
the core of multimedia services for a long time to come. For instance, a typical 2-hour full
high definition (HD) uncompressed video corresponds to 2 (hours) × 60 (minutes per hour)
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× 60 (seconds per minute) × 25 (frame rate, frames per second) × 1920 × 1080 (frame size
in pixels) × 3/2 (number of bytes per pixel) = 559,9 GB (Juurlink, et al., 2012). Therefore,
we will focus on the improvement of video compression/encoding in this research paper.
Since the importance of video compression has been elaborated above, it’s necessary to
further discuss the feasibility of video compression. There are several redundancies in a
video that will be discussed in detail as follows (Richardson I. E., 2008).


Spatial redundancy. A static image, such as a human face, background, hair, as
well as the brightness and color, are gently and gradually changing. Adjacent
pixels and chrominance signal values are relatively close and are with strong
correlation. Directly using the exact values of brightness and color information
will result in more data and hence the spatial redundancy. If we choose one
frame as reference and re-encode the following frames based on the reference
frame, we can remove the redundant data and reduce significantly the average
number of bits per pixel, which is commonly referred to as intra-frame encoding,
i.e., to reduce spatial redundancy for data compression.



Time redundancy. Video can be considered as a sequence of frame images in
the time axis direction, and the correlation between adjacent frame images is
also strong. This redundancy or in simpler words the 'repetition of information
between frames' is exploited by all the video compression algorithms. The basic
idea is not to encode the similar or the near similar pixel values which have
already been encoded and transmitted (Bharamgouda, 2013). The techniques of
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motion estimation and motion compensation satisfy the quality requirements of
decoding and reconstructing images.


Bits redundancy. Using the same bit to represent symbols of different
probabilities can result in the waste of bits. The principle of variable-length
coding such as Huffman coding is the example, i.e., shorter code for symbol of
higher probability and longer code for the symbols of lower probability
according to the Huffman coding explanation. (Fraenkel & Klein, 1990)



Structural redundancy. There is also a relationship between the various parts of
the image. Through this relationship, we can reduce the code redundancy using
fractal image coding for example (Zhao, Wang, & Yuan, 2000).



Visual redundancy. The human eyes are more sensitive to the brightness over
colorfulness, still image over moving image, central parts over peripherals etc.

With all the redundancies known, it is a complicated process to identify and come up
with an algorithm to reduce them, which is the constant pursuit for researchers. The
redundancies mentioned above, especially spatial and temporal ones, are the cornerstone
of all video compression standards, from MPEG2, MPEG4 to H.264 and H.265. These
standards may as well be considered to have provided some combination of algorithms,
simple or complex, to find out where the redundant information is, reduce/compress the
redundancies as much as possible without trading off video qualify too much, and finally
minimize the amount of data to be transferred.

Overview of H.265
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As briefly discussed in previous paragraph, with an increasing growth of video
streaming on the Internet over popular websites such as Netflix and YouTube, and with 4K
cameras gaining new ground in the market, a considerable amount of storage and
bandwidth is required. The new standard of HEVC (i.e., High Efficiency Video Coding),
or H.265, promises a 50% storage reduction as its algorithm uses efficient coding by
encoding video at the lowest possible bit rate while maintaining a high image quality level.
Therefore, conceived to boost video streaming, H.265 is a video compression standard
designed to substantially improve coding efficiency when compared to its precedent H.264
(Rodrigues, 2016).
H.265 still uses the widely accepted hybrid coding framework since H.264 as we have
seen in previous chapter, including intra-frame prediction, inter-frame prediction based on
motion compensation, transformation, entropy coding, and quantization. Figure 1
illustrates such similarities.
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Figure 1. Typical HEVC video encoder (Sullivan, Ohm, Han, & Wiegand, 2012)
Compared to previous coding standard, H.265 is more advanced than H.264 in several
ways. First, the main difference is that HEVC allows for further reduced file size, and
therefore reduced required bandwidth, of your live video streams. Unlike H.264
macroblocks, H.265 processes information in what’s called Coding Tree Units (CTUs).
Whereas macroblocks can span 4 × 4 to 16 × 16 block sizes, CTUs can process as many as
64 × 64 blocks, giving it the ability to compress information more efficiently. Secondly,
along with the improved CTU segmentation of larger size, H.265 also has better motion
compensation and spatial prediction than H.264 does. This means that H.265 requires more
advanced hardware to be able to compress the data. Fortunately, however, it also means
that viewers with H.265 compatible devices will require less bandwidth and processing
power to decompress that data and watch a high quality stream. This also enables the
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streaming of 4K video over common network speeds (Rodrigues, 2016). Table 1
summarized the improvement of H.265 standard compared with H.264 in major aspects
(Narang, 2013).
Category

H.264

H.265

Partition Size

Macroblock 16 × 16

Coding Unit 8 × 8 to 64 × 64

Partitioning

Sub-block down to 4 × 4

Prediction Unit Quadtree down to 4
× 4 square,

Intra Prediction

Up to 9 predictions

35 predictions

Transform

Integer DCT 8×, 4×4

Transform Unit square IDCT from
32×32 to 4×4 + DST Luma intra
4×4

Filters

Deblocking filter

Deblocking filter, Sample Adaptive
Offset

Motion Prediction Spatial Median (3 blocks)

Advanced Motion Neighbor Vector
Prediction (AMVP) for both spatial
and temporal

Entropy Coding

CABAC, CAVLC

CABAC

Table 1. Main Differences between H.264 and H.265

Coding Tree Units Structure

The central piece in previous standard is macroblock, containing a 16 × 16 block of luma
samples and, in the usual case of 4:2:0 color sampling, two corresponding 8 × 8 blocks of
chroma samples. In recent decade, we have much higher frame sizes to deal with since 4K
production became practical and 8K is also promising. Even mobile device such as iPhone
X’s display is 5.8 inches with a 2436-by-1125-pixel resolution at 458 ppi. Therefore, larger
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macroblocks are needed to efficiently encode the motion vectors for these frame size. On
the other hand, blocks at the granularity of 4×4 are also essential to process prediction and
transformation of small details.
Then it comes the replacement of macroblock. The analogue in H.265 is CTUs with size
determined by the encoder and larger than a traditional macroblock. The CTU consists of
a luma CTB and the corresponding chroma CTBs and syntax elements as shown in Figure
2 and 3 (Sullivan, Ohm, Han, & Wiegand, 2012).

Figure 2. Coding Tree Unit in H.265 (Moto, 2012)
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Figure 3. CTU and related CTB syntax (Moto, 2012)
The size L × L of a luma CTB can be chosen as L = 16, 32, or 64 samples, with the larger
sizes typically enabling better compression. Each luma CTB still has the same size as CTU.
HEVC then supports a partitioning of the CTBs into smaller blocks using a tree structure
and quadtree-like signaling. Depending on a part of video frame, however, CTB may be
too big to decide whether we should perform inter-picture prediction or intra-picture
prediction. Thus, each CTB can be differently split into multiple CBs (Coding Blocks) and
each CB becomes the decision making point of prediction type. For example, some CTBs
are split to 16 × 16 CBs while others are split to 8 × 8 CBs. HEVC supports CB size all the
way from the same size as CTB to as small as 8 × 8. Figure 4 illustrates how 64 × 64 CTB
can be split into CBs.
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Figure 4. Illustration of CTBs split into CBs (Moto, 2012)

Partitioning of CTU
Each CTU can be further evenly divided into four square CUs, and one CU can be
recursively divided into four small CUs according to a quadtree structure, shown in Figure
5. For color video with Y:U:V = 4:2:0, one CU consists of one CB of the luma samples,
two CBs of the chroma samples and related syntax elements. One Luma CB is a pixel
region of 2N × 2N (where N is different in size from N in the CTU) and the corresponding
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chroma CB is 2(N-1) × 2(N-1) in the pixel area. The value of N is likewise determined in the
encoder and transmitted in the sequence parameter set (SPS).
During encoding, at the CTU level, the split_cu_flags flag is transmitted to indicate
whether the CTU is further divided into four CUs. Similarly, for a CU, a split_cu_flags
flag is also used to indicate whether to divide further into sub-CUs, until split_cu_flags
decreases to be 0 or a minimum CU size is reached. Therefore, the size range of a CU is:
minimum size CU to the size of CTU. Generally, CU has minimum size of 8 (determined
by the depth of the CTU) and CTU has the size of 64, so the size of the CU may be 8, 16,
32, and 64 at this time. The CU encoding is performed in a depth-first order, similar to the
z-scan, as shown in the figure below: The right indicates the recursive quadtree division of
the CTU and the left indicates the coding order of the CU in the CTU.

Figure 5. Left: partitioning of a 64 × 64 CTU into CUs; Right: Quadtree structure of the
partitioning with numbers indicating the coding order of the CUs (Schwarz, Schierl, &
Marpe, 2014)
Furthermore, the resolution (horizontal and vertical size) of the video sequence is also
transmitted in the sequence parameter set. Such resolution has to be an integer multiple of
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the minimum CU size, but it does not need to be an integer multiple of the CTU size. If the
resolution does not represent an integer multiple of the CTU size, the CTUs at the borders
are inferred to be split until the boundaries of the resulting blocks coincide with the picture
boundary. All in all, the CU block is the basic unit for decision-making of intra-picture
prediction or motion-compensated prediction. In that respect, CUs in H.265 are similar to
macroblocks in older video coding standards but with variable sizes (Schwarz, Schierl, &
Marpe, 2014).

Intra-Picture Prediction

Similar to H.264, H.265 intra prediction uses the reconstructed values of adjacent blocks
to perform the predictions. Therefore, the coding mode selection and encoding are the key
factors to be addressed in intra prediction. The biggest difference between H.265 and H.264
in intra-picture prediction is that H.265 adopts larger and more size selection to suit the
characteristic content of ultra-high definition video and that supports more intra-prediction
modes to be suitable for finer details.
The CB (i.e., Coding Block) can be split into size of M × M or (M/2 × M/2), as shown
in Figure 6. The first one means that the CB is not split, so the PB (i.e., Prediction Block)
has the same size as the CB. It is possible to use it in all CUs. The second partitioning
means that the CB is split into four equally-sized PBs. This can only be used in the smallest
8 × 8 CUs. In this case, a flag is used to select which partitioning is used in the CU. Each
resulting PB has its own intra prediction mode. The intra-prediction in luma component in
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HEVC standard supports five types of PUs (Prediction Units): 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 ×
32, and 64 × 64.

Figure 6. Illustration of CB to PB (Rao, Thakur, & Adavi, 2016)
Each type of PU corresponds to 35 types of prediction modes including planar mode,
DC mode and 33 kinds of angular mode. Planar mode is developed from the plane mode
in H.264/AVC and is improved to preserve continuities along the block edges. This mode
in HEVC is known as mode 0. Planar mode uses two linear filters, horizontal and vertical,
with the average of the two as the prediction for the current block of pixels. This mode is
implemented as follows, as shown in Figure 7. The sample X is the first sample predicted
as an average of the samples D and E, then the right column samples (blue samples) are
predicted using bilinear interpolation between samples in D and X, and the bottom row
samples (orange samples) are predicted using bilinear interpolation between samples in E
and X. The remaining samples are predicted as the averages of bilinear interpolations
between boundaries samples and previously coded samples (Rao, Thakur, & Adavi, 2016).
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Figure 7. Planar intra prediction mode (Ling, 2012)
DC mode is suitable for large flat areas. This mode is also similar to the DC mode in
H.264/AVC. It is efficient to predict plane areas of smoothly-varying content in the image,
but gives a coarse prediction on the content of higher frequency components and as such it
is not efficient for finely textured areas (Rao, Thakur, & Adavi, 2016). The current block
prediction value can be obtained from the average value of the reference pixels on the top
and left neighboring TBs (excluding the upper left and upper right corners), shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 8. DC intra prediction mode (Rao, Thakur, & Adavi, 2016)
Angular intra-picture prediction in HEVC is designed to efficiently model different
directional structures typically present in video and image content. The set of available
prediction directions has been selected to provide a good trade-off between encoding
complexity and coding efficiency for typical video material. The sample prediction process
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itself is designed to have low computational requirements and to be consistent across
different block sizes and prediction directions. This has been found especially important as
the number of block sizes and prediction directions supported by HEVC intra coding far
exceeds those of previous video codecs, such as H.264/AVC. In HEVC there are four
effective intra prediction block sizes ranging from 4 × 4 to 32 × 32 samples, each of which
supports 33 distinct prediction directions. A decoder must thus support 132 combinations
of block sizes and prediction directions (Rao, Thakur, & Adavi, 2016). All of 33 angle
modes are specific directions, wherein V0 (mode 26) and H0 (mode 10) are represented as
vertical and horizontal directions. The rest of prediction modes can be seen as a variant of
vertical or horizontal mode, with the variant offset value can be calculated accordingly
(Han & Lainema, 2014).

Figure 9. Illustration of angular modes (Patel, Lad, & Shah, 2015).

Brief Summary
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In summary, the purpose of HEVC intra-picture prediction is to eliminate spatial
redundancy, which is further developed by the HEVC standard relative to H.264. In order
to adapt the content characteristic of the high definition video, H.265 uses more flexible
sizes of prediction block. Also to adapt to richer textures, H.265 specifies more prediction
modes that correspond to different prediction directions. The total of 35 intra prediction
modes are summarized in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Summary of 35 modes in intra-picture prediction (Han & Lainema, 2014)
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Chapter III
Machine Learning

Overview

Over the past decade machine learning has become one of the top trending of
information technologies deeply integrated with our life. With the ever increasing amounts
of data becoming available, it’s reasonable to believe that smart data analysis will become
even more pervasive as a necessary ingredient for technological progress. In general,
people observe, learn, and then master a skill. The computer-implemented data-derived
algorithms are designed to allow machines (computers) to simulate human learning
behaviors, acquire skills, and help predict and identify objects. In a broad sense, machine
learning is a way of giving machine the learning ability to perform functions that traditional
programming cannot directly accomplish. However, in practical terms, machine learning
is a method of training a model by using the data, and then using the model for future
prediction (Smola & Vishwanathan, 2008).

Types of Algorithm

There are many types of machines learning. Broadly, there are 3 types of machine
learning in terms of the way of learning. The first one is supervised learning. Supervised
learning algorithms try to model relationships and dependencies between the target
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prediction output and the input features such that we can predict the output values for new
data based on those relationships which it learned from the previous data sets. There are
two subcategories under supervised learning: classification and regression. Classification
algorithms include Decision Tree (e.g., banking credit assessment), Nearest Neighbor (e.g.,
face recognition), Support Vector Machine (e.g., red eye detection), and Neural Network
(e.g., recognition of hand-written digits). Regression algorithms include Linear Regression
and Non-linear Regression, both of which are widely used for sales or price prediction
(Alpaydin, 2014).
The second type is unsupervised learning. In this algorithm, there does not exists any
target or outcome variable to predict / estimate. Specifically, the computer is trained with
unlabeled data. It is used for clustering population in different groups, which is widely used
for segmenting customers in different groups for specific intervention. Typical algorithms
include K-means Clustering and Hierarchical, widely used in an effort to mine for rules,
detect patterns, and summarize and group the data points which help in deriving
meaningful insights and describe the data better to the users (Alpaydin, 2014). The first
two types of machine learning are illustrated in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Summary of supervised and unsupervised learning (Machine Learning in
MATLAB, 2017)
The third type is Reinforcement Learning, as shown in Figure 12. The machine using
this algorithm is trained to make specific decisions. This method aims at using observations
gathered from the interaction with the environment to take actions that would maximize
the reward or minimize the risk. Reinforcement learning algorithm (called the agent)
continuously learns from the environment in an iterative fashion. In the process, the agent
learns from its experiences of the environment until it explores the full range of possible
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states. It allows machines and software agents to automatically determine the ideal
behavior within a specific context, in order to maximize its performance. Simple reward
feedback is required for the agent to learn its behavior; this is known as the reinforcement
signal. Some applications of the reinforcement learning algorithms are computer played
board games (Chess, Go), robotic hands, and self-driving cars. (Ray, 2017; Fumo, 2017;
Alpaydin, 2014)

Figure 12. Illustration of reinforcement learning (Fumo, 2017)

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)

Overview
Image recognition is one of applications that supervised learning specializes as outlined
in previous section. As we are processing videos under the new H.265 standard, we are
dealing with frames of pictures essentially. Therefore, we will mainly focus on image
recognition and how it is properly handled with one branch of machine learning, i.e.,
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).
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Regular neural networks receive an input (a single vector), and transform it through a
series of hidden layers. Each hidden layer is made up of a set of neurons, where each neuron
is fully connected to all neurons in the previous layer, and where neurons in a single layer
function completely independently and do not share any connections. The last fullyconnected layer is called the “output layer” and in classification settings it represents the
class scores. Figure 13 illustrates how computer interprets an incoming image and classify
an object in the picture.

Figure 13. How computers interprets an image (Ravindra, 2017)
But regular neural nets don’t scale well to full or even huge images. CNN makes the
explicit assumption that the inputs are images, which allows us to encode certain properties
into the architecture. CNN roots biological inspiration from the visual cortex. The visual
cortex has small regions of cells that are sensitive to specific regions of the visual field.
This idea was expanded upon by a fascinating experiment by Hubel and Wiesel in 1962
where they showed that some individual neuronal cells in the brain responded (or fired)
only in the presence of edges of a certain orientation. This idea of specialized components
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inside of a system having specific tasks (the neuronal cells in the visual cortex looking for
specific characteristics) is one that machines use as well, and is the basis behind CNNs
(Deshpande, 2016).
From a broad perspective, CNNs will take the image, pass it through a series of
convolutional, nonlinear, pooling (downsampling), and fully connected layers, and get an
output. The output can be a single class or a probability of classes that best describes the
image. Figure 14 illustrate the structure of a typical 3-layer neural network.

Figure 14. Illustration of the structure of a neural network (Karpathy, 2017)
Convolutional Layer
CNNs make the image processing computationally manageable through filtering the
connections by proximity. The first layer in a CNN after the input is always a convolutional
layer. The input is a 32 × 32 × 3 array of pixel values. Rather than linking every input to
every neuron, CNNs restrict the connections intentionally so that any one neuron accepts
the inputs only from a small subsection of the layer before it (say like 5 × 5 or 3 × 3 pixels).
Hence, each neuron is responsible for processing only a certain portion of an image. This
is almost how the individual cortical neurons function in your brain. Each neuron responds
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to only a small portion of your complete visual field). This subsection is called a filter or a
kernel and the region that it covering is called the receptive field. Now this filter is also an
array of numbers called weights or parameters. And the depth of this filter has to be the
same as the depth of the input, so the dimensions of this filter is 5 × 5 × 3. The filter is
sliding, or convolving, around the input image, it is multiplying the values in the filter with
the original pixel values of the image. These multiplications are all summed up to be a
single number, which is just representative of when the filter is at the top left of the image.
This process is repeated, generating a number for every location on the image. After all the
locations are covered, a 28 × 28 × 1 array of numbers known as feature map will be
produced, because there are 784 different locations that a 5 × 5 filter can fit on a 32 × 32
input image. And these 784 numbers are mapped into a 28 × 28 array (Deshpande, 2016;
Ravindra, 2017).

Figure 15. Illustration of a convolutional layer with 3 × 3 filter (Nielsen, 2015)
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Pooling Layer
It is a common practice to have a pooling layer in-between successive Convolutional
layers in a CNN. It can also be considered as a downsampling layer. The goal of a pooling
layer is to progressively reduce the spatial size of the representation to reduce the amount
of parameters and computation in the network, and hence to also control overfitting. The
most common form is a pooling layer with filters of size 2 × 2 applied with a stride of 2
downsamples every depth slice in the input by 2 along both width and height, discarding
75% of the activations. Every MAX operation would in this case take a max over 4 numbers.
The depth dimension remains unchanged. In addition to max pooling, the pooling units can
also perform other functions: such as average pooling or even L2-norm pooling. Average
pooling was often used historically but has recently fallen out of favor compared to the
max pooling operation, which has been shown to work better in practice (Karpathy, 2017).

Figure 16. Illustration of Max Pooling Layer (Veličković, 2017)
Activation Layer
Activation layer is a node added to the output end of any neural network. It can also be
attached in between two neural networks. Without the activation layer, each layer in the
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neural network only makes a linear transformation, and after the multi-layer input is
superposed, it is still a linear transformation. Even for a perceptron with a hidden layer, the
output is still a complicated linear function to try to represent the actual result. Because the
expression of linear model is not enough, the activation function can introduce nonlinear
factors. There are many different non-linear activation functions, mainly divided on the
basis of their range or curves to meet various purposes. For example, Sigmoid 𝑓(𝑥) =
will look like S-shape, and this function is differentiable. Therefore, it is especially
useful for models where we have to predict the probability as an output since probability
of anything exists only between the range of 0 and 1. Another example is ReLU (Rectified
Linear Unit) activation function. It is the most used activation function in almost all the
convolutional neural networks or deep learning. It is zero when input is less than zero and
it is equal to input when the input is above or equal to zero, which in turns affects the
resulting graph by not mapping the negative values appropriately (Sharma, 2017; Di, 2013).
Some of the typical activation functions are summarized below.
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Figure 17. Example of activation functions (Sharma, 2017)

Fully Connected Layer
The image pixel-array is downsampled and utilized as the regular fully connected neural
network’s input. Since the input’s size has been reduced dramatically using pooling and
convolution, the input has fallen into a category that a normal network will be able to
handle while still preserving the most significant portions of data. Neurons in a fully
connected layer have full connections to all activations in the previous layer, as seen in
regular neural networks. Their activations can hence be computed with a matrix
multiplication followed by a bias offset. This layer basically takes an input volume and
outputs an N dimensional vector where N is the number of classes that the program has to
choose from. For example, if you wanted a digit classification program, N would be 10
since there are 10 digits. Each number in this N dimensional vector represents the
probability of a certain class. If the resulting vector for a digit classification program is
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[0 .1 .1 .75 0 0 0 0 0 .05], then this represents a 10% probability that the image is 1, a 10%
probability that the image is 2, a 75% probability that the image is 3, and a 5% probability
that the image is 9. In principle, a fully connected layer looks at what high level features
most strongly correlate to a particular class and has particular weights so that when it
computes the products between the weights and the previous layer, and it generates the
correct probabilities for the different classes (Deshpande, 2016; Ravindra, 2017).

Figure 18. Data flow into fully connected layer (Zaccone, 2017)

Training and Testing
Training and testing are probably most important components in a CNN. The way the
computer is able to adjust its filter values (i.e., weights) is through a training process called
backpropagation. By backpropagation, the filters in the first convolutional layer know
where to look for edges and curves, and the fully connected layer know what activation
maps to look at.
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Before the CNN starts, the weights or filter values are randomized. The filters don’t
know to look for edges and curves. So in the beginning, we need to correctly label each
individual image. This idea of being given an image and a label is the training process that
CNNs go through. So backpropagation can be divided into 4 distinct sections, the forward
pass, the loss function, the backward pass, and the weight update. During the forward pass,
a N × N array of image of number is passed into the whole network. Since all of the weights
were randomly initialized and the output will have no preference for any number yet. Then
it follows the loss function. Since the data have both an image and a label. If the training
image is number 3, then the label for this image will be a vector of [0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0]. A
common definition of loss function is MSE (mean squared error), i.e., 𝐸

=

Σ (𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 − 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡) . The total loss will be very high for the initial couple rounds of
training images. In order to get to a point where the predicted label is the same as the
training label, the amount of loss needs to be minimized (Deshpande, 2016). It is essentially
a calculus problem, and the solution is to find out which weights most directly contributed
to the loss of the network as shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Left: 3-D visualization of loss function with 2 parameters (w1 and w2); Right:
Mathematical representation of dL/dW where L is the total loss and W is the weight
(Deshpande, 2016)
A backward pass through the network is performed to determine the most significant
weights contributed most to the loss and funds ways to adjust them to decrease the loss.
After the derivative is obtained, the weights can be updated in the opposite direction of the
gradient. The parameter of learning rate is also carefully and properly chosen. This is
because a large learning rate means bigger steps taken to update the weights and it may
require less time for the model to converge on an optimal set of weights. On the other hand,
if a too high learning rate may be not precise enough and miss the converging point
(Surmenok, 2017).
The aforementioned process of forward pass, loss function, backward pass, and
parameter update is considered as one training iteration. In a CNN, such process will repeat
for a certain number of iterations for each batch of training images. Ideally, when such
iteration finishes on the last batch of samples, all the weights across the layers should be
finely tuned and the CNN is expected to be trained well enough so that the model can
predict the results with high accuracy.

Brief Summary
The concepts and related algorithms of machine learning are briefly overviewed in this
chapter. Convolutional neural network is introduced with regard to its principles and
implementation. Key components in a CNN are discussed in detail including convolutional
layer, pooling layer, activation function, and fully connected layer. A typical CNN process
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including all the important components as discussed before is depicted in Figure 20, which
illustrates how a picture is fed into a CNN, processed in different layers and finally
resulting in a predicted label per node.

Figure 20. Illustration of a typical CNN and the layers (Karpathy, 2017)
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Chapter IV
Literature Review

In the field of improving encoding in HEVC/H.265 with machine learning technique,
there exist some related literatures aiming to solve the complexity issues in the newest
standard through all different routes. Momcilovic et al proposed a novel fast Coding Tree
Unit partitioning for HEVC/H.265 encoder (Momcilovic, Roma, Sousa, & Milentijevic,
2015). In their paper, it decouples the requirement of any pre-training and yields a high
adaptivity to the dynamic changes in video contents because it depends on efficient
sampling strategy and run-time trained neural networks for fast coding units splitting
decisions. It claims to reduces the HEVC/H.265 encoding time for up to 65% with
negligible rate-distortion penalties.
In another study the authors proposed a machine learning based method for fast CU
partition decision using features that describe CU statistics and sub-CU homogeneity
(Duanmu, Ma, & Wang, 2015). A "preprocessing" module implementing such proposed
scheme sits on top of the Screen Content Coding reference software. Comparatively, the
experiment resutls can achieve 36.8% complexity reduction on average with only 3.0% bitrate increase. In Alam’s work (Alam, Nguyen, Hagan, & Chandler, 2015), a fast
convolutional-neural-network based quantization strategy for HEVC was proposed. A
network trained on data derived from an improved contrast gain control mode was
employed to predict local artifact visibility. They further utilized the contrast gain control
model to propose a structural facilitation model to capture effects of recognizable structures
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on distortion visibility. Their results provided on average 11% improvements in
compression efficiency for spatial luma channel of HEVC while requiring almost one
hundredth of the computational time of an equivalent gain control model.
Liu et al. proposed a fast algorithm based on convolution neural network to decrease no
less than two CU partition modes in each CTU for full rate-distortion optimization (RDO)
processing, therefore reducing the encoder’s hardware complexity (Liu, et al., 2016; Liu,
Yu, Chen, & Wang, 2016). As their algorithm does not depend on the correlations among
CU depths or spatially nearby CUs, it was friendly to the parallel processing and did not
deteriorate the rhythm of RDO pipelining. The proposed algorithm can save 63% Intra
encoding time at the cost of the averaged 2.66% BDBR increase.
Furthermore, another research group proposed a fast coding unit (CU) depth decision
algorithm for intra coding of HEVC using an artificial neural network (ANN) and a support
vector machine (SVM) (Chen, Fang, Liu, & Chang, 2016). In their research, machine
learning provided a systematic approach for developing a fast algorithm for early CU
splitting or termination to reduce intra coding computational complexity. Experiment
results showed that the proposed fast algorithm saves at most 48.5% and on average 33%
encoding time with a 1.55% Bjontegaard delta bit rate (BDBR) loss compared with HM
15.0.
On the other hand, there also exist some research focused on the intra-picture prediction
algorithm as well. Song et al. reported a CNN-based arithmetic coding method for intra
prediction modes in HEVC (Song, Liu, Li, & Wu, 2017). In their research, a customized
CNN is used to predict the probability distribution of the intra prediction modes, and multi-
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level arithmetic codec is adopted to compress the intra prediction modes with the predicted
probability. Their results showed up to 9.9% bits saving compared with context-adaptive
binary arithmetic coding (CABAC). Similar work had been shown in another group, as
they down-sampled a CTU before being compressed by normal intra coding, and then upsampled by CNN-based technique to its original resolution in order to enable adaptive
sampling rates for different CTUs (Li, et al., 2017). Specifically, a two-stage up-sampling
process is proposed in accordance to the block-level down/up-sampling, and study the
coding parameters setting of the down-sampled CTUs for pursing frame-level ratedistortion optimization. Their results lead to on average 5.5% BD-rate reduction on
common test sequences and on average 9.0% BD-rate reduction on ultra-high definition
(UHD) test sequences.
Moreover, Reuze et al. proposed to address the complexity issues and enhance the intra
mode signaling in intra-picture prediction in HEVC from another perspective of (Reuze,
Philippe, Deforges, & Hamidouche, 2016). The proposed solution introduced new decision
tree process by adding new tests and new labels not considered in HEVC. Their solution
provided a systematic way to find the best signaling scheme for a given set of data, and the
results reduced the BD-Rate by 0.38% in all Intra coding configuration.
Compared with existing efforts that applied machine learning in video encoding, our
proposal has the following two unique features: 1) trying to take advantages of superiority
of the-state-of-the-art deep CNN technology on image content detection to enhance
content-based video encoding; 2) trying to use deep CNN as the primary technique for
multiple content-relevant tasks in video encoding within the framework of H.265/HEVC.
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We are hoping to explore an innovative field by combining the best of two worlds, and
inspire more of practical application in video streaming area.
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Chapter V
Experimental Section

Two main concepts, i.e., HEVC and CNN, have been introduced and discussed in detail
in previous chapters. HEVC is focused on video compression, and CNN is in the category
of machine learning. In this chapter, we will connect these two fields and apply the
techniques of CNN into video compression, aiming to increase the encoding speed for both
CU partitioning and intra-picture prediction.

Objectives
There are several goals that we will accomplish in this chapter.


Exam the code logic in the reference software HM in compliance with HEVC
standard.



Obtain the results generated by HM to get the data and labels for CNN training data
of CU partitioning and intra-picture prediction.



Build the CNN framework based on Keras library in Python.



Tune the weight parameters such as shuffle impact, iteration number, and learning
rate.



Train and test the CNN with data obtained from HM as input and label.



Predict on CU partitioning and intra-picture prediction using the model trained from
CNN.
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Implementation in HM Software
In this section, we will mainly focus on the details of CU partitioning and intra-picture
prediction and how they are implemented in HM software. Studying the implementation in
HM and obtaining the corresponding training data are essentials steps for the following
experimental steps.

CU Partitioning in HM
CTU and CU are the most important concepts in our research. The CTU is the basic
processing unit similar to MB in prior standards. The size N of the CTUs is chosen by the
encoder, ranging from 16 × 16, 32 × 32, 64 × 64, generally with the last one as default.
CTU may be too big to decide whether we should perform inter-picture prediction or intrapicture prediction. Thus, each CTU can be differently split into multiple CUs (Coding Units)
and each CU becomes the decision making point of prediction type. The size of the CU
can range from the same size as the CTU to a minimum size (8 × 8).
As mentioned above, the CTU is further partitioned into multiple CUs to adapt to various
local characteristics. But before we discuss how they are split, another important concept
should be addressed first: rate distortion ratio. This is the standard that determines how
CUs are split. The rate distortion ratio is represented in the formula J = d + λR. In this
equation, d means distortion, the smaller this value is, the better video quality it has. R
indicates rate, and smaller rate means less storage room in video compression. λ indicates
LaGrange operator and it’s an adjustment parameter. In theory, the best scenario will be
smaller rate and smaller distortion, which means smaller J. But d and R are related to each
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other, which means smaller d will lead to greater R, and vice versa. All these factors should
be included and weighed when we decide how to split a CTU.
For example, for a 32 × 32 CTU, supposedly CU 0,0 is the optimal splitting mode, then
we need to calculate its corresponding rate distortion ratio of J0,0. The first subscription of
0 indicates the CU’s current depth, and the second 0 indicates that the CU size is the same
as CTU size. If the second subscription number is 1, it means CTU will be divided in to 4,
and 2 for division into 8 and so forth. Then suppose CU 0,0 is split into four smaller CUs of
size of 16 × 16: CU1,0, CU1,1, CU1,2 and CU1,3. Take CU1,0 as example first, we need to
calculate the cost of rate distortion ratio of J1,0. Then CU1,0 is supposedly split into four
smaller CUs of size of 8 × 8: CU2,0, CU2,1, CU2,2 and CU2,3. Now since every CU is 8 × 8,
it is already the smallest CU requiring no further split. We have reached the leaf node of
the quad-tree.
Then we will need to calculate the cost of rate distortion ratio for each CU of J2,0, J2,1,
J2,2, J2,3. The sum of J2,0 + J2,1 + J2,2 + J2,3 will be compared against J1,0, which is the cost
of rate distortion ratio before the split. If J1,0 is greater than the sum of J2,0 + J2,1 + J2,2 +
J2,3, then CU1,0 will be split into four smaller CUs. Otherwise, CU will retain and need not
to be split. The same procedure applies to other CUs such as CU1,1, CU1,2, and CU1,3 to
determine if they need to be further split. After CU1,0, CU1,1, CU1,2, and CU1,3 have all been
determined, we should recursively track back up to the parental level of these 4 CUs. The
cost of rate distortion ratio of J0,0 will be compared against the sum of J1,0 + J1,1 + J1,2 + J1,3
to decide if CU0,0 needs to be further split based on the same principle. Such recursive
procedure will be repeated for all the CUs in a CTU, as well as for all CTUs in one fame,
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and finally the optimal split mode for each CU within one video sequence will be obtained.
This processing order of CUs can be interpreted as a depth-first traversing in a Zig-Zag
order in the coding tree structure as shown in Figure 21 below. Figure 22 also illustrates a
broader view of how CTU partitioning works within a frame.

Figure 21. Example of CTU partitioning and processing order when size of CTU is equal
to 64×64 and minimum CU size is equal to 8×8. (a) CTU partitioning. (b) Corresponding
coding tree structure (Kim, Min, Lee, Han, & Park, 2012)
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Figure 22 Illustration of CTU splits into CUs in one frame (Zhang, Zhai, & Liu, 2017)

Intra-prediction in HM
The intra-picture prediction uses the previously decoded boundary samples from
spatially neighboring block in order to predict a new prediction block PB. So the first frame
of a video sequence and the first picture at each clean random access point into a video
sequence are coded using only intra-picture prediction. HEVC employs 35 different intra
modes to predict a PB (prediction block) including 33 angular modes, 1 planar mode and
one DC mode. All the intra prediction modes use the same set of reference samples, which
are extracted at the boundary from the upper and left blocks adjacent to the current PU. For
the diagonal directions the top-left corner sample may also be used. Also, it is possible to
use the lower left and above right, if they are available from preceding decoding operations.
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Specifically, for luma components, HEVC supports 5 different Pus: 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16,
32 × 32, and 64 × 64, and each of PU size can have 35 prediction modes.

Figure 23. Organization of H.265/HEVC syntax of CU into PUs (Abramowski, 2016)
A typical intra-prediction procedure includes 3 steps: 1) determine the availability of
reference pixels adjacent to the current PU and process accordingly; 2) filtering reference
pixels; 3) calculate the predicted pixel value of the current PU from the filtered reference
pixels. For example, reference samples are denoted as Rx,y with (x,y) having its origin one
pixel above and to the left of the block’s top-left corner. Similarly, Px,y is used to denote a
predicted sample value at a position (x,y), as illustrated in Figure 24.
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Figure 24. Reference samples Rx,y used in prediction to obtain predicted samples Px,y for
a block of size N × N samples ( Lainema, Bossen, Han, Min, & Ugur, 2012).
Neighboring reference samples may be unavailable for intra-picture prediction, for
example, at picture or slice boundaries, or at CU boundaries when constrained intra
prediction is enabled. Missing reference samples on the left boundary are generated by
repetition from the closest available reference samples below (or from above if no samples
below are available). Similarly, the missing reference samples on the top boundary are
obtained by copying the closest available reference sample from the left. If no reference
sample is available for intra prediction, all the samples are assigned a nominal average
sample value for a given bit depth ( Lainema, Bossen, Han, Min, & Ugur, 2012).
The intra sample prediction process in HEVC is performed by extrapolating sample
values from the reconstructed reference samples utilizing a given directionality. In order to
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simplify the process, all sample locations within one prediction block are projected to a
single reference row or column depending on the directionality of the selected prediction
mode (utilizing the left reference column for angular modes 2 to 17 and the above reference
row for angular modes 18 to 34). For arbitrary number of directions: each predicted sample
Px,y is obtained by projecting its location to a reference row of pixels applying the selected
prediction direction and interpolating a value for the sample at 1/32 pixel accuracy.
Interpolation is performed linearly utilizing the two closest reference sample as illustrated
in equation below, where wy is the weighting between the two reference samples
corresponding to the projected subpixel location in between Ri,0 and Ri+1,0, and >> denotes
a bit shift operation to the right.
Px,y = ((32 - wy) · Ri,0 + wy·Ri+1,0 + 16) >> 5

(1)

Reference sample index i and weighting parameter wy are calculated based on the
projection displacement d associated with the selected prediction direction as in the
following equation 2, where & denotes a bitwise AND operation.
cy = (y · d) >> 5
wy = (y · d) &31

(2)

i = x + cy
It should be noted that parameters cy and wy depend only on the coordinate y and
the selected prediction displacement d. Both parameters remain constant when calculating
predictions for one line of samples and only equation (1) needs to be evaluated per sample
basis. When the projection points to integer samples, the process is even simpler and
consists of only copying integer reference samples from the reference row. Both equations
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(1) and (2) define how the predicted sample values are obtained in the case of vertical
prediction (modes 18 to 34) when the reference row above the block is used to derive the
prediction. Prediction from the left reference column (modes 2 to 17) is derived identically
by swapping the x and y coordinates in (1) and (2) ( Lainema, Bossen, Han, Min, & Ugur,
2012).
The set of Most Probable Modes (MPM) is typically created based on the modes chosen
for left and top neighbor CUs. Its cardinality must be three, assuming S = {M1, M2, M3},
so it is complemented by the first non-present mode from planar, DC and the mode
corresponding to the vertical direction. The only exception occurs when both neighbors’
optimal modes are equal and angular. In such situation, MPM consists of this mode and
two modes representing directions adjacent to it. An intra prediction mode is written to the
stream as a flag, indicating whether it is included in MPM, and the value. The value
identifies the specific mode either inside or outside the MPM set.

Experiment Methods

The abovementioned sections discussed the principle and the procedures of how CTUs
are split (i.e., partitioned) and how intra-picture prediction implements in reference
software HM in HEVC. The problem is such procedures require a lot of recursion and it
introduced too much computational complexity. In a real world scenario such as streaming
services, it will be insufficient to encode/decode at a low speed. So in this paper, we
proposed to adapt the most popular deep learning techniques to replace traditional split
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procedure of CTUs, as well as intra-picture prediction implementations. Among all the
deep learning techniques, we chose CNN due to its high efficiency and convenience.
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a class of deep, feed-forward artificial neural
networks that has successfully been applied to analyzing visual imagery. A CNN is
comprised of one or more convolutional layers (often with a subsampling step) and then
followed by one or more fully connected layers as in a standard multilayer neural network.
A CNN is easier to train and have many fewer parameters than fully connected networks
with the same number of hidden units.
We downloaded 13 videos samples as the training and testing data. For each sample
video, it is split into 80% as training dataset and 20% as testing dataset. Every video size
is 352 × 288. Then every frame of the video is divided into CTU with size of 32 × 32. For
a training data includes total of 3150 frames, and each frame has 99 CTUs, there are over
300 K+ CTUs available for training. The testing data has 260 frames, giving us 25K+ CTUs.

Figure 25. Illustration of one frame divided into CTUs in experiment (Abramowski,
2016)
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For a typical frame in our experiment, it will be divided into 99 CTUs. Basically, for CU
split pattern experiment, firstly, we extract the luma values for each CTU as the input for
CNN, and then use the depth values, i.e., the split pattern as the output in this CNN. In our
research, we mainly utilized the famous example: MNIST. It is a great dataset for getting
started with deep learning and computer vision. The dataset consists of pair, “handwritten
digit image” and “label”. Digit ranges from 0 to 9, meaning 10 patterns in total. For
handwritten digit image: each one is gray scale image with size 28 × 28 pixel. And for
label: each is actual digit number this handwritten digit image represents. It is either 0 to 9.
The training dataset will be trained against each corresponding label, until then the trained
model will predict label for new incoming data with high accuracy.
Our experiments are designed in such way that luma values for each CTU will be used
as aforementioned “handwritten digit image” (i.e., the input), and split pattern/intra
prediction mode will be used as “label” (i.e., the output). For CU split pattern, there are
total of 17 patterns (“labels”) for a 32 × 32 CTU with minimum of 4 × 4 CU. For intra
prediction modes, there are total of 35 possibilities (“labels”). Also in a similar way, the
input data will be trained to generate a compiled model that will be used to predict the
labels for new inputs.
One of the most powerful and easy-to-use Python libraries for developing and evaluating
deep learning models is Keras. It wraps the efficient numerical computation libraries
Theano and TensorFlow. The advantage of this is mainly that you can get started with
neural networks in an easy and fun way. In our experiment, we use Python as the language
and Theano as the backend.
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The basic principles of designing convolution layers, hidden layers, fully connected
layers etc. are mainly based on what has been implemented in MNIST with Keras. We
included two convolution layers, one max pooling layer after each convolution layer (note
that max pooling layer is removed in intra-picture prediction). There are several parameters
that are fine-tuned for both split pattern and intra mode predictions, as will be discussed in
the next section.

Results and Discussion
CU Partitioning Pattern
For this research, the skeleton of the model we trained has 2 convolution layers and each
is followed by a max pooling layer. After the fully connected layer, the model will be fed
with training data and begin the fit process. During building the model, there are several
parameters involved: max pooling, dropout, number of convolution layers, and shuffle. We
investigated all of them, and determined their influences on the training results and
accuracy.
Shuffle.
Shuffle is a parameter in Keras fit function. It is boolean (whether to shuffle the training
data before each epoch) or str (for ‘batch’). ‘batch’ is a special option for dealing with the
limitations of HDF5 data; it shuffles in batch-sized chunks. Generally, if data are highly
correlated, (e.g., every class in order), shuffle is needed. you need to shuffle or your training
results will be bad. But if your dataset is already shuffled, then setting it to false is logical.
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We have experimented with this parameter with all 7 video clips in our research. We
take the results of 3 representatives out of 7 clips and they are shown below.
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Figure 26. Shuffle impact on training accuracy
By comparing the results with shuffle as True with those of shuffle as False, it can be
observed that the testing accuracies are generally higher when shuffle is set as True. The
trend is not that obvious for Akiyo video clip since the accuracy would reach about 70%
and there is no major difference between true/false shuffle parameter. But for Bus and
Stefan video clips, it is quite obvious that the accuracy is higher when shuffle is true.
Similar trend is also observed for the rest 4 video clips. By default, in Keras, shuffle is set
as true for training dataset but not the validation dataset. So we will leave it as true for the
rest of our research experiments.
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Max Pooling.
Max pooling is a sample-based discretization process. The objective is to down-sample
an input representation (image, hidden-layer output matrix, etc.), reducing its
dimensionality and allowing for assumptions to be made about features contained in the
sub-regions binned. This is done to in part to help over-fitting by providing an abstracted
form of the representation. As well, it reduces the computational cost by reducing the
number of parameters to learn and provides basic translation invariance to the internal
representation. Max pooling is done by applying a max filter to (usually) non-overlapping
sub-regions of the initial representation.
In our experiments of split pattern prediction, max pooling is employed after each layer
by using a 2 × 2 filter. This is because similar accuracy will be achieved with or without
employing max pooling layer, but it only needs about half of execution time with max
pooling layer in place. Similar trends are observed in other clips, and we take Akiyo clip
as an example and summarized below.
time of each epoch (s)
accuracy of 30 epochs (%)

10

23

70.8

71.4

Table 2. Comparison of execution time for max pooling
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Figure 27. Training time comparison with/without pooling
Dropout.
A simple and powerful regularization technique for neural networks and deep learning
models is dropout. It aims to reduce the complexity of the model with the goal to prevent
overfitting. During a dropout, certain units (neurons) in a layer are randomly deactivated
with a certain probability. So, if half of the activations of a layer is set to zero, the neural
network won’t be able to rely on particular activations in a given feed-forward pass during
training. As a consequence, the neural network will learn different, redundant
representations; the network can’t rely on the particular neurons and the combination (or
interaction) of these to be present. Also training will be faster with dropout set.
We also tuned this parameter in our experiments. 3 different dropout ratios are chosen:
0.5, 0.25, and 0.1. The comparison results are summarized as below. As we can see from
the chart that when dropout ratio is set to 0.5, the accuracy will be much lower than the
other two. When dropout ratio is changed to 0.25 and 0.1, the accuracy is significantly
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improved. It is indicated that the accuracy will be highest when dropout ratio is set to be
0.1.
We also considered the execution time difference, since it takes shorter time for a higher
dropout ratio as mentioned before. In our experiment, such difference is marginal among
these 3 candidates, (i.e., ~10s per epoch across the board). Therefore, we set dropout ratio
as 0.1 by taking all the factors into account.
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Figure 28. Dropout ratio impact on accuracy for Akiyo sample
It should also be noted that dropout is only applied during training, and we need to
rescale the remaining neuron activations. Specifically, if 50% of the activations in a given
layer is set to zero, we need to scale up the remaining ones by a factor of 2. Finally, if the
training has finished, the complete network should be used for testing.
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Number of Layers.
In deep learning, selection of optimal number of layers and neurons is also one of
hyperparameters that can be fine-tuned. A method is to add layers until it starts to overfit
the training set. Then it is time to add dropout or another regularization method. The idea
is that once your network overfitting you're sure that it is powerful enough for your task.
The dropout helps to prevent feature co-adaptation and therefore avoid over-fitting. The
number of neurons in each layer is not really sensible. Usually a bit more or as much
neurons should be put on the first layer than inputs, and the number should decrease slowly
until the last layer.
Ideally, the best method is to use someone else’s architecture and adjust from there. But
there isn’t a paper that fits our problem, then we have to create our own model and finetune the number of layers. This is the painstaking process of a righteous field that is more
empirical than theoretical.
In our research, we adopted the method of trial and error. We tried different
combinations of parameters and keep the one with the lowest loss value or better accuracy
on the validation set. We tried two possibilities of 2 and 3 fully connected layers. For 2
layers, it has 512 and 17 hidden units for the fully connected layers. Whereas for 3 layers,
it has 512, 128, and 17 hidden units for each layer. The results are summarized below.
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Figure 29. Accuracy comparison between different number of layers
From the figure above, we can clearly see that for the dataset that we trained, the
accuracy is almost the same for Akiyo clip, but for the other samples it is slightly higher
when we use 2 fully connected layers compared to 3 layers. It might be because 2 layers is
sufficient to handle the dataset without sacrificing the accuracy.
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Figure 30. Comparison of training time per epoch
Another benefit using less fully connected layers is less amount of execution time. In
our case, average execution time for 3-layer is 7 seconds per epoch, and it is about 5
seconds for 2-layer per epoch, which results in 28% decrease of time when we choose 2layer. Therefore, we will use 2 fully connected layers across our experiments.

Training and Testing Results.
After fine tuning the parameters as discussed above, we have determined these
parameters and settle down on the CNN’s structure shown in the figure below.

Figure 31. CNN structure in this research
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Specifically, the network includes 2 main layers, and each main layer has 1 convolution
layer and 1 max pooling (i.e., subsampling) layer. For each convolution layer, we use 32
of 3 × 3 filters to extract the feature map. The activation function is ReLU across the board.
And the border mode is set as “valid”. The “valid” means there is no padding around input
or feature map, while “same” means there are some padding around input or feature map,
making the output feature map's size same as the input's. In our research, there two don’t
make difference when used to build the model and train the data. For max pooling layer,
the pool size is 2 × 2 with strides of 2 × 2. The border mode is also set to be ‘valid’, just
the same as in convolution layer. After two main layers, it finally comes with the fully
connected layers where the hidden units will be “flatten” and directed to the output of 17
labels.
In our experiment, the inputs are 32 × 32 CTU. For a typical sample video clip with 300
frames and each frame with size of 352 × 288 pixel, there will be 11 × 9 × 300 = 29700
CTUs generated by reference software HM and available to use. Specifically, the input will
be the matrix of pixel value of 32 × 32 CTU as demonstrated in figure below. During the
process of building the model, such big data set will be split into 80/20 portion of
training/test data set. Therefore, the test data set can be used to validate the training results.
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Figure 32. Illustration of 32× 32 CTU from sample video clip
For output, there are total of 17 possible combinations for a 32 × 32 CTU, and will be
explained in detail. At the top level, it is one combination per se, meaning no split. Then
drilling one level down, the CTU will be split evenly into 4 smaller CTUs of 16 × 16 in
size, which is another combination. Furthermore, each of 16 × 16 CTU can be decided at
this point whether it needs to be split into even smaller one or not. For 4 of these 16 × 16
CTU blocks, each one has two possibilities of split or not, and therefore there are total of
24 = 16 combinations. However, considering one of these 16 combinations is that none of
these 4 CTU blocks will split, which is the case mention already previously. Therefore, for
a 32 × 32 CTU block, there are total of 1 + 1 + 16 – 1 = 17 combinations. The possible
combinations are illustrated in the figure below.
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Figure 33. Illustration of possible split patterns
In a typical training process, the input data will be fed into the Keras model with the
parameters configured as mentioned before. The number of training iterations has been
tested with different values. For some sample video clips, only 50 iterations (i.e., ~ 25 min)
can yield ~ 90% training accuracy. For example, videos of bus, mobile, flower etc. can
quickly achieve high training accuracy as summarized below. The reason may be because
these video clips do not have many variations in terms of pixel changes and ranges. So the
model can quickly learn the relationship between the input pattern and split pattern with
relatively high accuracy.
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Figure 34. Training accuracy of ~ 90% in 50 cycles
For most of the sample video clips, it generally requires about 100, sometimes even 200,
iterations to achieve ~ 90% training accuracy. For example, video clips of container, hall,
Stefan etc. will achieve training accuracy above 90% only after 200 iterations. It is
suspected that these video clips are more complex in terms of pixel variations and ranges.
Therefore, it is harder for the model to connect the dots between input pattern and split
pattern, and requires more time and repetition to correct itself.
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Figure 35. Training accuracy of above 90% in 200 cycles
Testing accuracy is also in alignment with the training accuracy. Testing results on most
of the video sample clips achieved reasonably high accuracy of ~ 90%. Only the samples
of akiyo, silent, and news have relatively lower accuracies of 77.8%, 82.4%, and 73.8%.
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Figure 36. Comparison of testing accuracies for different sample video
It was initially suspected that overfitting may have been involved in the training process.
However, examining the data of training accuracy carefully indicated that these 3 sample
video does not generate good training results in the first place, all of which are around 80%.
The training accuracies got stile and further training does not yield significant increase of
accuracy. Considering the sample video clips in our research only have 30 frames, which
is a relatively small sample pool, it suggests that future training with a larger sample video
including more frames should help to improve the testing accuracy.
In addition to the good training accuracy against the sample video clips, the speed of
split one CTU has been improved significantly after training the model. The split pattern
of a specific CTU in the reference software HM is exhaustive and recursive. It means HM
will calculate the rate distortion cost of every possible split pattern (i.e., 17 combinations
in total), and further compare these cost values recursively to obtain the best split pattern
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based on the minimum rate distortion cost. Understandably, it is a very time-consuming
process, and it will be unrealistic to compress and transfer videos of ultra-high definition
integrating H.265 standard in a real-time streaming manner. There will be a lot of overhead
upfront that is unbearable and unfortunate to apply HEVC new standard in a broader
spectrum. Therefore, we introduced the CNN and the training model with the hope of
reducing the time to obtain the best split pattern for a specific CTU. Our results indicated
that, after the training, within average of 400 microseconds (i.e., 10 -6 second) the model is
able to predict the split pattern for one specific CTU with over 90% accuracy. It is
significantly improved from 4000 microseconds per CTU in HM, which is obtained
recursively.
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0
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Figure 37. Speed of determining split pattern before and after CNN
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Intra-picture Prediction
After it is proved that applying CNN in predicting split pattern of CTU yield satisfactory
results, we moved further and expand our research to intra prediction. Although we plan to
use similar methodology as we used in split pattern prediction, there are several differences
between split pattern and intra-picture prediction. The first one is we have more output
possibilities in intra-picture prediction (i.e., 35) compared with 17 in split pattern. This
difference requires us to make corresponding code changes in Keras. Another significant
difference is input size. Although the input CTU size is determined by HM stage and is set
to 32 × 32 initially in intra prediction, the same as split pattern, it needs to be further divided
into smaller sizes. This is related to the nature of intra prediction data, which is 4 × 4 matrix
for one 32 × 32 CTU. Most often these 4 values in the matrix differ from each other, and
they cannot be considered as a whole to represent the actual intra prediction mode.
Therefore, every block in such 4 × 4 matrix will be singled out and extracted as 1 value.
After adapting this method to process the output data, we also need to divide the input 32
× 32 CTU into 4 sections accordingly, yielding 8 × 8 CTU blocks.
Furthermore, because intra-picture prediction will take into account the neighboring
pixels around current CTU block, we need to further modify 8 × 8 CTU and expand it to
accommodate neighbors based on different positions of current CTU as illustrated in Figure
38.
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Figure 38. Expanding CTU with neighboring blocks in intra-picture prediction
In general, four neighboring strips of pixels: top, top right, left, lower left will be padded
to the current CTU block. Among them, top and left strips will be added directly without
any modification. Top right and lower left will be “bent and folded” to be padded to the
current CTU block. Then there will be four corners that are left blank, and they will be
arbitrarily assigned to value of 0.5. The general guidance for padding CTU in intra
prediction is outline above, but there are several special scenarios that need special
attention, as illustrated in Figure 39.
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Figure 39. Special locations in a CTU
Location 1 is when current sub-block is located at the top left corner of parent 32 × 32
CTU. In this case, all the neighboring blocks (i.e., the left and lower left, top, and top right
strips) do not exist, and they will be assigned to value of 0.5 across the board. Location 2
is all but the first block in the first row of parent CTU. In this case, only the top and top
right strips do not exist, and they will be assigned to the top pixel value of the left 1 × 8
strip. Location 3 is all the sub-blocks in the first column except the one in the first row.
They do not have left and lower left strips. And they will be padded by the first pixel of
top strip. Location 4 is last row except first and last sub-blocks. Since they don’t have lower
left strip, which will be padded by last pixel value of left strip. Location 5 is bottom right
sub-block, it does not have top right and lower left, and will be padded with last pixel value
of left strip and top strip. Location 6 is last column except the first and last sub-block, they
don’t have top right strip, and will be padded by last pixel value of the top strip. All of
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these mentioned special locations and their related padding patterns are summarized in
Figure 40.

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

Location 4
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Location 5

Location 6
Figure 40. Summary of special locations in CTU padding patterns

In brief, one specific 32 × 32 CTU will be divided into 4 of 8 × 8 blocks, and each of
these 8 × 8 sub-blocks will be padded with neighboring pixels according to its special
location, which will yield 10 × 10 sub-blocks. These expanded (i.e., padded) blocks will
be used as input data source, and corresponding intra prediction result will be used as output
data source for later training purpose.
CNN with only Fully Connected Layers.
We used similar Keras model as mentioned before in application of intra-prediction.
However, in our preliminary experiments, the training results didn’t yield good results, and
the training accuracy quickly converged to about 30%. We thought it might be related to
the parameters in the model, and we have tried to tune the parameters in all various
combinations, but these attempts didn’t not help and the accuracy still converged very
quickly.
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After careful analysis and examination, we suspect that since the input size is only 10 ×
10, if we use max pooling layers in between convolution layers, the input size will be too
small for further convolution. In other words, no matter how we tune the parameters, such
as the number of filters, it does not make any difference at all because convolution is not
able to extract the features and does not give useful higher-level information any more.
Also the purpose of introducing max-pooling or mean-pooling layers is to reduce the noise
and minimize the influence of overfitting, because the training accuracy is sensitive to
some of the input errors.
Therefore, we first changed to try with residual network. Residual network was chosen
to be tested simply because it does not have the sub-sampling pooling layers, and is very
well-known for its ability to extend to deep network without sacrificing the training
accuracy. We won’t go into too much of detail about ResNet in this paper, but it’s necessary
to cover some basics of it.
With network depth increasing, accuracy gets saturated (which might be unsurprising)
and then degrades rapidly. Unexpectedly, such degradation is not caused by overfitting,
and adding more layers to a suitably deep model leads to higher training error. Instead of
hoping each stack of layers directly fits a desired underlying mapping, we explicitly let
these layers fit a residual mapping. The original mapping is recast into F(x)+x. We
hypothesize that it is easier to optimize the residual mapping than to optimize the original,
unreferenced mapping. To the extreme, if an identity mapping were optimal, it would be
easier to push the residual to zero than to fit an identity mapping by a stack of nonlinear
layers (He, Zhang, Ref, & Sun, 2016).
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Figure 41. Residual learning: a building block (He, Zhang, Ref, & Sun, 2016)
Therefore, we had experimented with ResNet that was used in MNIST (i.e., digit
recognition) (Kweon, 2016). Video clip of bus was picked as the sample, we ran the
training process for up to 600 iterations, but the training accuracy reached ~ 46% and stayed
stable as is. Actually, the accuracy reached ~ 35% after 50 iterations, and only slightly
increased 11% between 50 and 600 iterations. So we don’t use ResNet in the following
experiments.
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Figure 42. Training accuracy using ResNet
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In the experiment ensuing, we still adopt the skeleton of Keras model that was used in
split pattern prediction, but with some modifications to fit into the new scenario. The
pooling layer is discarded in favor of architecture that only consists of repeated CONV
layers. Convolution network has been used without pooling layers when input size is too
small for further feature extraction. Discarding pooling layers has also been found to be
important in training good generative models, such as variational autoencoders (VAEs) or
generative adversarial networks (GANs). It seems likely that future architectures will
feature very few to no pooling layers (Labs, 2017).

Figure 43. CNN structure without pooling layers
From the structure outlined above, we can see here is one big difference, i.e., no pooling
is present in this model. The network includes only 2 convolution layers. For each
convolution layer, we use 32 and 64 of 3 × 3 filters respectively to extract the feature map.
The activation function is also ReLU across the board. And the border mode is set as
“valid”. It finally comes with the fully connected layers where the hidden units will be
“flatten” and directed to the output of 35 labels.
In our experiment, for a typical sample video clip with 300 frames and each frame with
size of 352 × 288 pixel, there will be 475200 of 8 × 8 CTUs generated by reference software
HM and available to use, which will be further expanded/padded to 10 × 10. During the
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process of building the model, such big data set will be split into 80/20 portion of
training/test data set, and the test data set can be used to validate the training results. For
output, it is relatively simpler than split pattern prediction since there are only 35
predefined possibilities, which are generated directly from reference software HM.
Training and Testing Results.
We conducted the experiments with several of the sample video clips. The accuracy can
go as high as 92% in 800 iterations as shown in Figure 44. The experiment halted at 800
iterations because each iteration takes about 300 seconds to run. The highest accuracy
achieved is bus video clip, and the lowest training accuracy is 66% for container clip. The
possible reason may be container clip is less complicated or “diversified” such that the
model is not fed with enough information within the same period of time. However, one
thing to note is that the trend of the training accuracy curve is still upward, and the accuracy
will get further improved give more time of training. Another thing that should be noted is
that training time is quite long, averaging 300 seconds per iteration. This is because the
pooling layers are not present in the model, and it increased the data amount and
computational complexity, and we used CPU as the only computing method. Such issue
may be addressed by introducing GPU as the main computing power and computation in a
distributed manner should improve the time as suggested by others (Shaikh, 2017).
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Figure 44. Training accuracy of intra-picture prediction for sample video clips
We then moved to the validate the testing accuracies with the trained model against the
testing samples. The testing accuracies are also in align with the training accuracy. The
highest testing accuracy is achieved for bus video clip, and the lowest is container. The
testing accuracy is in align with training, such that it is expected to improve given more
training time.
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Figure 45. Testing accuracies for intra-picture prediction of sample videos
The speed of intra-picture prediction is also compared before and after introduction of
CNN. Based on the results from reference software HM, the speed is 500 microseconds
per CU block. The model can have average of 60 microseconds for intra-picture prediction
of each block with 92% accuracy.
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Figure 46. Speed of intra-picture prediction before and after CNN
It’s improved 88% in terms of speed. It should be noted again that the accuracy can still
be improved using more training iterations. In summary, it is very promising as well to
apply machine learning techniques and integrate them into intra-picture prediction of
H.265.
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Chapter VI
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced new video encoder/decoder standard H.265, also known as
HEVC (i.e., High Efficiency Video Coding). Such new standard is designed to meet the
increasing demand of storage and streaming of ultra-high definition videos. In its core, it
is composed of 2 major components: CU split pattern prediction and intra-prediction. We
then discussed the advantages of CNN (convolution neuron network). Since we are also
dealing with large amount of video sample data, it’s realistic to apply CNN techniques into
this research.
We investigated the application of CNN in these two core elements: split pattern and
intra-prediction, aiming to improve the prediction speed of these operations as they are
exhaustive and time-consuming in reference software HM. Our results in CU split pattern
prediction indicated that after fine tuning the model in Keras framework, most of the
training accuracy of the model reached above 90% and even as high as 99.9%. The
prediction speed also increased from 4000 microseconds to 400 microseconds, a significant
90% improvement. In intra-prediction, we removed the subsampling layers to better fit this
specific scenario, and the training accuracy also reached above 90% and prediction speed
increased from 500 microseconds to 60 microseconds. It is concluded that employment of
CNN in HEVC is beneficial and promising.
There is another core component in HEVC, i.e., the inter-frame prediction. It is expected
to apply CNN technique in this area in further work. Also, we can adopt some other deeper
or more advanced neuron network such as ResNet that we have preliminarily experimented
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in this paper. What should be noted is we may introduce GPU as the computing methods
in a distributive manner to improve the lengthy training time during intra-picture prediction.
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